
  

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

Fountain Lime 
& Grime Cleaner 

 HYDRA  

HYDRA® 



 Fast acting, penetrating soft clinging foam for 
Instant Results chemical polish. 

 Removes even the toughest limescale & grime 
deposits. 

 Use in a well ventilated area. 

 Safe to use on all types of materials like stones, 
resin, metals including stainless steel and brass. 

 Safe and convenient adjustable trigger foam 
spray bottle. 

 Specially Formulated to Remove the Heaviest 
Build-up. 

 Foams away years of scale build-up from the 
entire feature. 

 Fast, easy and effective action reduces the 
downtime of cleaning. 

 Fast acting formula, gives instant result. 

Hydra Fountain Grime & Lime Cleaner is designed to 

foam away heavy build-up of grime and lime-scale 

caused by the prolonged deposit of dirt and minerals 

in the water.  

 

Hydra Fountain Grime & Lime Cleaner foams these 

lime-scale and grime deposits with ease. Suitable for 

use in stone, glass or resin features. Available in      

1 litre trigger foam bottles for safe and convenient 

use. 

   Features & Advantages 

   Description 

Specially formulated cleaning formula developed 

after extensive research. The product was created 

with focus upon easy and efficient cleaning of 

fountains both indoor and outdoor. Hydra Fountain 

Grime and Lime Foam Cleaner is designed to foam 

away heavy build-up of grime and lime-scale caused 

by the prolonged deposit of dirt and minerals in the 

water. Hydra Fountain Grime and Lime Foam Cleaner 

foams away these lime-scale and grime deposits 

with ease. Will brighten copper and bronze features. 

Suitable for use on stone, glass, copper, brass and 

resin features. Available in 1 litre adjustable trigger 

foam spray bottles for safe and convenient use. 



Specially formulated foam cleaner developed after 

extensive research. The product was created with the 

focus upon easy and efficient cleaning of fountains 

and water features both indoor and outdoor.  

HYDRA FOUNTAIN GRIME & LIME FOAM CLEANER is 

designed to foam away heavy build-up of grime and 

lime-scale caused by the prolonged deposit of dirt and 

minerals in the water.  

HYDRA FOUNTAIN GRIME & LIME FOAM CLEANER 

foams these lime-scale and grime deposits with ease. 

Suitable for use in stone, glass or resin features. 

Available in 1 litre trigger foam bottles for safe and 

convenient use. 

 

 

HOW TO USE 

1)  Wear protective gloves, unscrew cap and pierce 

inner protective seal. 

2)  Fit foaming head to bottle and screw tight. 

3)  Whilst spraying adjust the nozzle to obtain the 

required foam density. 

4)  Spray from the bottom upwards to eliminate 

streaks. 

5)  Leave until deposits are dissolved (2-3 mins). 

6)  Use polypropylene brush to agitate the surface if 

necessary. 

7)  Rinse off with clean water, continue rinsing until 

all foam has disappeared. 

8)  Heavy or very old deposits may take longer or 

require a second application. 

 

9)  Everyday use, spray onto a damp sponge and 

wipe the surface of the feature. 

10) If using indoors ensure adequate ventilation if 

required. 

   How To Use 

N.B. Due to the large number of materials used in surfaces of 
fountains and water features always test on small 
inconspicuous area first to ensure compatibility.Keep out of 
reach of children. Irritating to eyes and skin. Avoid contact 
with skin and eyes. In case of contact with eyes, rinse 
immediately with plenty of water and seek medical advice. 
Wear suitable gloves. 



Laboratory Facilities 

Hydra International Ltd.’s Research & Development Laboratories are a hub of activity where new products are       

developed and formulated. We have working relationships with our raw material suppliers, many of these suppliers 

are major world-wide chemical manufacturers with their own development laboratories.  

As a company we are well known in the chemical industry for being receptive to cutting edge new chemicals which 

can be incorporated into our products to achieve performance advantages. An important part of the International 

Standards that we hold is that of constant improvement. We show that we have achieved this at every independent 

audit. 

 

Hydra International  Limited 
8 Carters Lane,  Kiln Farm, 
Milton Keynes MK11 3ER, U.K. 
+44 (0)1908-265889 | sales@hydra-int.com 
www.hydra-int.com 


